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THE LOOP: the after effect of war
BY: Gresser
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“The general entrance was so
cool”, “the songs were so nice,” “i
loved the plays,” “my favorite part
was...” these are just a few comments heard around the loop.
But now as color war is over we
have to remember that the “color”
war may be over but the
“hiskashrus” aspect lasts all year
around.
The Toichen of this year is a
Toichen that easily relatable by
every camper and staff member
alike, its simple yet beautiful and
deeper than the deepest thing in
the world!
Before we expound on the general
Toichen we have to properly understand each teams Toichen;
TALMIDIM: when we hear directives we first must understand and

feel it and only then can we
properly do it.
ANASHIM: we don't begin by

thinking, rather we just do it,
only then we will naturally understand it.
Now, lets look at the general
Toichen;
The idea is as follows, we have to
be the Rebbe's mentchen we
have to do what the Rebbe
wants from us, whether your

gonna first think or first do, doesn't
matter the ikar is to be the Rebbe's
a mentch, so however you can get
to that kevel that’s what you must
do, the point is that we have to do
what the Rebbe wants from us!
Keeping this in mind, will help us at
any obstacle that mey get in our
way of doing our avodah!
So remember this.
And don’t forget it.
There's a difference…
Lchaim!
Besser n’ gresser
THE LOOP
CGIDETROIT@THELOOP.COM

BESSER N’ GRESSER; did someone say pizza?
No this segment will not be about
pizza but it will be something
cheesy…

ed to open a burger joint which was
extremely successful until the health
department came…

Where gonna tell you a color war
tale;

After a few other businesses he
decided enough is enough.

Once there was a person named
yes-sir (he is also gresser’s zaideh)
this man decided one day to open a
pickle shop and one day he decided
to close his pickle shop and open a
broccoli stand and then he realized
that broccoli is healthy so he shut
down the stand and then he decid-

So he called up the then director of
Gan Yisroel who's name was also
Yisroel and told him his idea to
make a holler war, whoever can
“holler” louder wins but Yisroel
being a little Israeli thought he said
“color” so Yisroel created a color
war.

Now you understand why color war
is such a vort…
[this story may or may not have
happened. In truth color war is very
Toichendik and has great reason to
exist. It is said that the Rebbe allowed Gan Yisroel’s to do color war
when they told the Rebbe that the
kids will learn M.B.P., remember the
Toichen of color war forever it will
be useful to remember for when
you’re a staff member… btw Yisroel is a real person!]
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A CAMPER SPEAKS; grand sing
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Dear Shmiary,

selor probably drank 20 cans soda and especially not at night,
of red bull because I saw
but that did the job and it got
Tonight we had the grand
him jumping to ceiling by
me dancing again!
sing! It was so excited my
the Chassidishe niggun.
team was so cool, I loved
Then we davened ma’riv and it
color war the past two days I got a little tired so I fell
was funny because the staff
because learning class was a asleep under the middle
were singing the yomtov tune,
lot shorter…
bench but then got woken
(they really take this thing seriup by the song when every- ously…)
First when I walked in and
one decided to jump really
saw the stuff I thought it
I guess at the end of the day I
hard on my bench…
was so cool then I got very
had a lot of fun, but its good
scared when HC Mendel
Then my counselor gave me color war is only 2 and not 3
Banon popped out of the
a can of coke which was so days because I'm a little tired.
Aron in a talis because my
cool, because I love coke!
“ill never forget… the Toichen
tatty wears a Talis. My coun- Because I don’t always drink
we fabreng”

CAMP HISTORY; Rambam Club

“ quotable quotes
Are only

BY: Besser

Quotable

In the year 5772 camp
was lively, the staff were
young, smart, Baltimore,
and b”h you can see the
good effect it had on the
summer.

If its an actual
quote which has
been quoted…”

One day after lunch all
the campers were told
that they will be making
a line-up in
front of the
“white
tree” (which
used to be
where the
RC tree is
now).
Campers take a break
to look at the RC
BOARD CIRCA. 5772

GET

After the entire camp
was there all of the sudden a golf cart comes
driving in with 10 staff on
and around all dressed
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up for the occasion.

THE LOOP tracked down
The program was beauti- that original sign which
now sits in the pool barn as
ful and it ended with a
a memory of something
grand ribbon cutting, it
that changed the way we
was a surprise because
learn sefer hamitzvos forthey had no idea what
ever.
was under the cloth.
Finally the ribbon was
cut and a RC SIGN for the
tree was revealed, they
moved the white tree to
the tree behind it (where
it is till this day) and then
they put up for the first
time ever an RC BOARD!

In honor of this article we
have published the original
Rambam song on the next
page ----------->

TRIVIA: which staff member in camp was there as a
The campers were so
first year staff, and which
excited but also outraged staff members were there
that they moved the
as campers?
white tree, but also exCome to THE LOOP with
cited.
your answer.
That year RC WAS AWSOME! (kind of like this
year)

Song sheet tester...
HISTORY: created in the year 5766 (2007) in
honor of the siyum harambam which take place
during that summer, since then this song has been a
classic sung at shabbos tables and rallies alike, for
many years this was considered the RC song…
Strewn about and scattered
Amongst the worlds' societies,
There dwells a lone nation,
So feeble and so meek.
Like a sheep amongst the wolves,
She struggles to survive,
And awaits the day,
Geulah will arrive.
The Rebbe comes along
With a call to one and all:
Let us join togetherFrom the big to the small,
Let's concentrate our energies,
Through Achdus Yisroel,
Learning all the Mitzvos as well.
Ten years it took the Ramba"m,
To complete the task at hand,
To prescribe the oral Torah from the start to the
end,
Through learning some each day,
And completing in a year…
Surely Moshiach will appear.
Rebbe! Tayyere Rebbenu How can I attach myself to you
I will do as you say…
Beginning with Ramba"m every day,
Imploring from Hashem to heed our cries,
And finally I'll see you with my eyes…

CAMP TRIVIA


How many xl, xxl, and xxxl size shirts
were harmed during color war?



Did beryl danow grow an afro for the
play?



Is it part of the vort not to eat during
color war?



Did talmidim get extra points for saying
Kool-Aid in the play?



Did anashim drink the Kool-Aid bichal?
How many times did our dear coshopper have to go shopping over color war?


Whoever has the answers to these question can come to the front office and say
hello!

CAMP NEWS



We had a grand carnival





We bought 3 fishes to show it to you and pretend- 
ed to have many more

I still gained 3 pounds



There's a mashal and a nimshal



HC Mendel Banon fell asleep and thought it was
neilah when he woke up

The staff didn't know about the carnival till it
started



The siyum was set up beautifully the program was
amazing, and WE GOT BRAND NEW SEFER HAM
ITZVOS BOOKS!



Benny thanked Mendel slonim but then it was a
BREAKOUT!
Benny admitted that he was in CGI Detroit (2002)

I didn't eat on the first day of color war







This year one team is blue and one is red

Dovid brook was the surprise justice!



HC Levik can ride a bike



Color war was very successful thanks to some tayere staff...

MEGA UNITY SIYUM HARAMBAM!

Something amazing happened on Monday! Until now in camp we've been focusing in the RC program on doing safer
hamitzvos each day of camp.
What we just did by the siyum was taking it to the next level, we focused on doing safer hamitzvos every day of the year,
in school or even at home!
A book was given to every single camper! although it is a beautiful book that does not mean it should stay on the shelf.
Each and every camper should make (the right) decision and take on a hachlatah to learn safer hamitzvos every day,
speak to your counselor, speak to your learning teacher, and ask him how the best way to go about it, but it must be
done!

Remember to keep track in the back of your books so you'll do it every day

This box is dedicated to Chosidel 2.0
In recognition of the campers who put in the
effort to becoming the best Chosidel’s they can
be, with blessing for them to go from strength
to strength in all that they do!
Stay tuned for many more amazing events!!!

